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Roll Slitting and rewinding machine Price 5,00,000/-



Specifications
Slitting and Rewinding Machine
Slitting and Rewinding Machine
Performance and Characteristics:
--The machine can slit all kinds of printing and packing products such as polythene,plastic
film,compound material,singlelayer aluminium foil,chinese cypress paper,sweet
paper,telegram paper,computer paper,glass paper,cigarattee paper,toilet paper and special
material etc.
--It adopts PLC control system and meter counter, it adopts magnetic brake and cluch for the
material unwinding and rewinding. It adopts two kinds of cutter, round disc cutter for paper,
and direct blade for plastic film slitting, It adopts imported frequency inverter for the AC
motor control, it is more energy saving and functional stability.
--Equipped with edge position control(EPC) to provide accurate slitting position, which is
imported from Germany.
--Equipped with automatic meter counter which will stop the machine when reach the pre-set
length.
--Equipped with semi-auto tension controller.

Equipment technical requirements:
1. The microcomputer control, all of the data can be installed in the panel, the machine
automatically begin to work.
2. The Emerson frequency conversion motor (7.5 kw) control material conveying.
3. With the German double electric control, used for automatic struggle with edge and make
up, to ensure the materials of accurate position. The light and dark in the operation panel
direct conversion.
4. Adopt the automatic meter machine, set up after the number of meters, when the machine
is set to the numerical machine, automatic stop.
5. Put volumes and rewinder part is equipped with semi-automatic tension controller.
6. Put the brake roll tension 20 Kg/m ² x 1 only. The winding tension magnetic powder clutch
using (domestic) 10 Kg/m ² x 2 only,
7. USES the straight knife and circular knife two cutting way (straight knife used to cut the
aluminum foil or film, the narrow cut 10 mm, round blade for paper cutting, cutting the
narrow 30 mm).
8. All the driving guide roller through balance correction (dynamic/static treatment).
Device equipped with abrupt stop switch, automatic parking
Equipment equipped with fans and waste edge automatic drain.

The whole equipment requirements:
Equipment whole color: the sky blue
Equipment safety protection in place.
Electrical equipment with domestic famous brand fittings and import parts.
Main Technical:
Model Type
Max. Parent Web Width
Max. Parent Web Diameter
Max. Rewinding Diameter
Min. Slitting Width

JT-SLT-1300
1300mm
1000mm
500mm
Razor Type Blade: 10mm

Thickness Range
Max. Machine Speed
Unwinding/Rewinding Shaft
Slitting Precision

Disc Type Blade: 30mm
50-800gsm
180m/min
3” Pneumatic Air Expanding Shaft
±0.15mm

